JJR and SmithGroup presented the master plan process, a brief overview of site analysis and alternatives, results of the survey, and the preliminary master plan of Main Campus. Questions and comments were taken throughout the presentation.

MEETING NOTES

Main Campus

- Consider opportunities on K-mart property south of HHP for parking and other potential uses
- Create a safe pedestrian crossing across Greenville Boulevard to accommodate for large amounts of pedestrian traffic on game day
- Utilize existing downtown space by leasing space in existing buildings
- Include safety measures in areas extending beyond the borders of ECU property
- More parking around the HHP Belk building could better accommodate for game day parking demand
- Consider the possibility of campus and city transit systems merging sometime in the future
- The frequent flooding of Green Mill Run should be realized when planning structures in areas such as around Christenbury or the base of College Hill

If this report does not agree with your records or understanding of this meeting, or if there are any questions, please advise the writer immediately in writing; otherwise, we will assume the comments to be correct.